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Obey Giant The Art Of Shepard Fairey
Showcasing Fairey's entire body of work, from his early OBEY Giant campaign to his
prodigious print output, increasingly ambitious large scale street work and beyond, this
massive retrospective covers 20 colourful years. Fairey helped catalyse a movement
from his unique vantage at the intersection of art, popular culture and Design and this
tome documents it all. Through the lens of esteemed writers and critics such as Carlo
McCormick, Steven Heller, Henry Rollins, Rob Walker, Roger Gastman and more,
readers can learn about Shepard Fairey and his groundbreaking work.
It was 1989 when Shepard Fairey, a student at the Rhode Island School of Design, first
created the now-infamous The Giant has a Posse sticker. The black and white image of
the huge wrestler's subdued and vacant stare became an underground icon and by the
mid-90's about a half-million had been posted around the world. This monograph is a
reprint of a limited edition paperback published in Japan. It documents Shepard
Fairey's career from his creation of the Giant phenomenon up to and including the
advent of Black Market, a San Diego design agency Fairey formed with Dave Kinsey
and Philip Dewolff and which focuses on the action sport and music industries. Today
Shepard Fairey creates designs for high profile clients such as Pepsi and Universal
Pictures, produces Giant art, exhibits worldwide in galleries, and still keeps his Giant
images on the streets.
Andre the Giant Has a Posse is a street art campaign based on an original design by
Frank Shepard Fairey created in 1989 while Fairey was a student at the Rhode Island
School of Design (RISD). At the time Fairey declared the campaign to be "an
experiment in phenomenology." Over time the artwork has been reused in a number of
ways and has become a world-wide pataphysical movement, following in the footsteps
of Ivan Stang's Church of the SubGenius and populist WWII icon Kilroy Was Here. At
the same time, Fairey's work has evolved stylistically and semantically into the OBEY
Giant campaign. This book displays 10 years of graphic evolution - from the first
photocopied "Andre the Giant" sticker that Shepard Fairey made at RISD to the giant
billboard posters you see all around the world. A stunning full-colour documentation of
Fairey's T `campaign' of postering and stencils It attempts to simultaneously bring the
viewer to question propaganda absorption and to encourage a better use of public
space.
From the OBEY Giant posters to Banksy’s stencils and from iconic bubble letter tags to
mosaic space invaders, street art is omnipresent. This book covers all aspects of an art
form that is often underappreciated, ephemeral, and illegal. Street art is found on every
continent, and the book gives focus to each country and its own modes of expression
and specificities.
The long-awaited, full-force autobiography of American punk music hero, Bob Mould.
Bob Mould stormed into America's punk rock scene in 1979, when clubs across the
country were filling with kids dressed in black leather and torn denim, packing in to see
bands like the Ramones, Black Flag, and the Dead Kennedys. Hardcore punk was a
riot of jackhammer rhythms, blistering tempos, and bottomless aggression. And at its
center, a new band out of Minnesota called Hvosker Dvo was bashing out songs and
touring the country on no money, driven by the inspiration of guitarist and vocalist Bob
Mould. Their music roused a generation. From the start, Mould wanted to make Hüsker
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Dü the greatest band in the world - faster and louder than the hardcore standard, but
with melody and emotional depth. In See a Little Light, Mould finally tells the story of
how the anger and passion of the early hardcore scene blended with his own
formidable musicianship and irrepressible drive to produce some of the most important
and influential music of the late 20th century. For the first time, Mould tells his dramatic
story, opening up to describe life inside that furnace and beyond. Revealing the
struggles with his own homosexuality, the complexities of his intimate relationships, as
well as his own drug and alcohol addiction, Mould takes us on a whirlwind ride through
achieving sobriety, his acclaimed solo career, creating the hit band Sugar, a surprising
detour into the world of pro wrestling, and most of all, finally finding his place in the
world. A classic story of individualism and persistence, Mould's autobiography is an
open account of the rich history of one of the most revered figures of punk, whose
driving force altered the shape of American music.
Mike Giant has achieved fame as a graffiti artist, illustrator and tattooist. Black ink is
Giant's specialty and whether his medium is concrete, paper or skin his signature style made up of equal parts Mexican folk art and Japanese illustration - is unmistakable.
This book is Giant's first monograph and it features beautifully executed drawings on
paper, full scale wall art and impeccably photographed tattoos. A distinctive, clothbound hardcover volume Giant is a must have reference book for all those interested in
exploring the possibilities of heavy ink!
D*Face has been a leading figure in urban art for well over a decade. A contemporary
of Banksy, he is at the forefront of the urban art movement and has had a constant
presence throughout its meteoric rise into popular culture. This long-awaited
monograph shows the development of his career as an artist to date, encompassing his
continuing street work and the path that led him from the early beginnings of the street
art genre to multiple sell-out solo exhibitions around the world. Containing previously
unseen images of his working processes and studio as well as firsthand anecdotes and
the stories behind his extraordinary work, the book provides an insider's view of one of
Britain’s most important urban artists. “D*Face is one of Britain's leading ‘newbrow’
artists, and damn if he isn't as sharp and clever - if not quite as surreptitious - as
Banksy (and sharper and cleverer by half than Damien Hirst).â€ - Peter Frank, Los
Angeles Art Critic, 2011
A 240 page collection of the comics and artwork of Travis Millard (aka Fudge).

May Day - The Art of Shepard Fairey is published as a celebration of an
evocative collection of paintings from one of the most important artists of our
time. Portraits of advocates of the working class and oppressed define the
collection. Fairey stakes the claim that artists, musicians and writers such as Joe
Strummer, Jean Michel Basquiat and Cornel West all have parts to play in
stimulating response to injustice.
In Still Life with Rhetoric, Laurie Gries forges connections among new
materialism, actor network theory, and rhetoric to explore how images become
rhetorically active in a digitally networked, global environment. Rather than study
how an already-materialized “visual text” functions within a specific context,
Gries investigates how images often circulate and transform across media,
genre, and location at viral rates. A four-part case study of Shepard Fairey’s now
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iconic Obama Hope image elucidates how images reassemble collective life as
they actualize in different versions, enter into various relations, and spark a
firework of activity across the globe. While intent on tracking the rhetorical life of
a single, multiple image, Still Life with Rhetoric is most concerned with studying
rhetoric in motion. To account for an image’s widespread circulation and
emergent activities, Gries introduces iconographic tracking—a digital research
method for tracing an image’s divergent rhetorical becomings. Yet Gries also
articulates a dynamic set of theoretical principles for studying rhetoric as a
distributed, generative, and unforeseeable event that is applicable beyond the
study of visual rhetoric. With an eye toward futurity—the strands of time beyond a
thing’s initial moment of production and delivery—Still Life with Rhetoric intends to
be taken up by those interested in visual rhetoric, research methods, and theory.
Review of graphic designer and street artist Shepard Fairey's first retrospective,
at the Institute of Contemporary Art in Boston. A native of Charleston, S.C.,
Fairey is responsible for creating the "Obey giant" campaign and Barack Obama
"Hope" image.
Rizzoli is pleased to bring back into print OBEY: Supply and Demand, Shepard
Fairey's first book originally published in 2006 and slightly updated in 2009, which
showcases the artist's career from his earliest art school years to the creation of
his famous Obama HOPE and CHANGE posters and is the perfect pendant to
Rizzoli's first Shepard Fairey collaboration Covert to Overt. Shepard Fairey's first
comprehensive monograph brought back into print, which chronicles his early art
school days, his viral Andre the Giant has a Posse sticker campaign in the
1990s, the creation of his enormously successful OBEY apparel brand, and his
longtime role as an activist-street artist.
As one of the first academic monographs on Keith Haring, this book uses the Pop
Shop, a previously overlooked enterprise, and artist merchandising as tools to
reconsider the significance and legacy of Haring’s career as a whole. Haring
developed an alternative approach to both the marketing and the social efficacy
of art: he controlled the sales and distribution of his merchandise, while also
promulgating his belief in accessibility and community activism. He proved that
mass-produced objects can be used strategically to form a community and create
social change. Furthermore, looking beyond the 1980s, into the 1990s and
2000s, Haring and his shop prefigured artists’ emerging, self-aware involvement
with the mass media, and the art world’s growing dependence on marketing and
commercialism. The book will be of interest to scholars or students studying art
history, consumer culture, cultural studies, media studies, or market studies, as
well as anyone with a curiosity about Haring and his work, the 1980s art scene in
New York, the East Village, street art, art activism, and art merchandising.
This text presents a carefully curated selection of over 100 works by established
and up-and-coming contemporary artists, expertly rendered as 3D images that
can be viewed with red and blue glasses. Many of the pieces were created
specifically for this project.
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"We revisit the Bones Brigade - the proto-type skate team from the 1980's,
featuring a teenaged Tony Hawk. And finally, because SWINDLE knows that pop
culture is a surface reflection of deeper social issues, we follow Matt Kettmann to
war-torn Northern Uganda where he reports on the IDP camp Pader Town
Council. Don't worry. SWINDLE is here to tell you the whole story."--SWINDLE.
Keith Haring is synonymous with the downtown New York art scene of the
1980's. His artwork-with its simple, bold lines and dynamic figures in motionfiltered in to the world's consciousness and is still instantly recognizable, twenty
years after his death. This Penguin Classics Deluxe Edition features ninety blackand-white images of classic artwork and never-before-published Polaroid images,
and is a remarkable glimpse of a man who, in his quest to become an artist,
instead became an icon. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the
leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more
than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best
works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the
series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by
distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.
Follows the adventures of Paul Atreides, the son of a betrayed duke given up for dead on a
treacherous desert planet and adopted by its fierce, nomadic people, who help him unravel his
most unexpected destiny.
A revelatory account of the misdemeanor machine that unjustly brands millions of Americans
as criminals Punishment Without Crime offers an urgent new interpretation of inequality and
injustice in America by examining the paradigmatic American offense: the lowly misdemeanor.
Based on extensive original research, legal scholar Alexandra Natapoff reveals the inner
workings of a massive petty offense system that produces over 13 million cases each year.
People arrested for minor crimes are swept through courts where defendants often lack
lawyers, judges process cases in mere minutes, and nearly everyone pleads guilty. This
misdemeanor machine starts punishing people long before they are convicted; it punishes the
innocent; and it punishes conduct that never should have been a crime. As a result, vast
numbers of Americans -- most of them poor and people of color -- are stigmatized as criminals,
impoverished through fines and fees, and stripped of drivers' licenses, jobs, and housing. For
too long, misdemeanors have been ignored. But they are crucial to understanding our punitive
criminal system and our widening economic and racial divides. A Publishers Weekly Best Book
of 2018
Published on the occasion of her first North American solo exhibition, this monograph is the
first to document the work of London-based Canadian painter Allison Katz (born 1980) whose
figurative paintings playfully challenge the conventions of Western painting, as well as any
notion of style.
OBEY: Supply and DemandRizzoli Publications
Traces the history of New York graffiti, shows a variety of painted subway cars, and desribes
the graffiti writers and how they work
CD-ROM contains: "five original fonts ... created exclusively for this book plus a few ... sound
bites."
The seminal artist’s recent art and poster works, and his triumphant return to his street-art
roots with murals, all in work never before published. ?Shepard Fairey rose out of the
skateboarding scene, creating his “Andre the Giant Has a Posse” sticker campaign in the late
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’80s, and has since achieved a mainstream recognition that most street artists never find.
Fairey’s “Hope” poster, created during Obama’s 2008 presidential campaign, is arguably the
most iconic American image since Uncle Sam. Fairey has become a pop-culture icon himself,
though he has remained true to his street-art roots. OBEY: Covert to Overt showcases his
most recent evolution from works on paper to grander art installations, cross-cultural artworks,
and music/art collaborations. The book also includes his ubiquitous streetwear and chronicles
his return to public artworks. His signature blend of politics, street culture, and art makes
Fairey unlike any other subculture/street artist working today. This book showcases the
significant amount of art he has created the last several years: street murals, mixed-media
installations, art/music events, countless silk screens, and work from his extremely successful
OBEY brand.
2nd Edition Special Anniversary Black & White Edition THE PHILOSOPHY OF OBEY (i.e.
Obey Giant / Shepard Fairey) is one of the fundamental texts of 21st Century aesthetics short, bold, candid, puzzling and remarkable in its power to stir the imagination of philosophers
and artists alike. Arguably one of the most compelling works of philosophy and art written in
the twentieth-first century, Philosophy of Obey is the only artistic - philosophical work that Obey
has published during its campaign. Written in short, carefully crafted sentences of extremely
revealing candor, it will capture the imagination of a generation of Street Artists and
philosophers. For Obey, discourse is something we use to examine reality which is in itself
both elusive and unobtainable. Obey famously summarized this book in the following words: I
aim to bring something new to every artwork. The work is prefaced by Sarah Jaye Williams
introduction to the first edition. Obey Giant (1989 2008) is regarded by many as one of the
most significant street art campaigns. This book is a work of theoretical philosophy,
contemporary art, and contemporary art history. Any illegal activity or actions deduced or
derived from this work is entirely inappropriate and beyond the scope and intent of either the
author or publisher. # # # # #
There was the sound of a single bullet, and then . . . a deafening barrage of gunfire and
explosions. There were, literally, thousands of bullets in the air at once, and more tracers
streaking across the sky than there were stars overhead. It was a miracle that most of us
weren’t killed instantly. Staff Sergeant Salvatore, “Sal,” Giunta was the first living person to
receive the Medal of Honor—the highest honor presented by the U.S. military—since the
conclusion of the Vietnam War. In Living with Honor, this hero who maintains he is “just a
soldier” tells us the story of the fateful day in Afghanistan that led to his receiving the unique
honor. With candor, insight, and humility, Giunta not only recounts the harrowing events
leading up to when he and his company fell under siege, but also illustrates the empowering,
invaluable lessons he learned. As a seventeen-year-old teen working at Subway, Giunta was
like any other kid trying to figure out which step to take next with his life after graduating from
high school. When Giunta walked into the local Army recruiting center in his hometown, he just
wanted a free T-shirt. But when he walked out, his curiosity had been piqued and he enlisted in
the Army. Deployed to Afghanistan, Giunta soon learned from the more seasoned soldiers how
“different” this war was compared to others that America had fought. Stationed with the 173rd
Airborne Brigade near the Afghanistan-Pakistan border in the Korengal Valley— also known as
the “Valley of Death”—Giunta and his company were ambushed by Taliban insurgents. Giunta
went into action after seeing that his squad leader had fallen. Exposing himself to blistering
enemy fire, Giunta charged toward his squad leader and administered first aid while he
covered him with his own body. Though Giunta was struck by the relentless barrage of bullets,
he engaged the enemy and then attempted to reach additional wounded soldiers. When he
realized that yet another soldier was separated from his unit, he advanced forward.
Discovering two rebels carrying away a U.S. soldier, Giunta killed one insurgent and wounded
the other, and immediately provided aid to the injured soldier. More than just a remarkable
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memoir by a remarkable person, Living with Honor is a powerful testament to the human spirit
and all that one can achieve when faced with seemingly impossible obstacles. *** The
President clasps the medal around my neck. Applause fills the room. But I know it’s not for me
alone. I look at my mom and dad. I look at Brennan’s parents and I look at Mendoza’s. And I
try to communicate to Brennan and Mendoza wordlessly: This is for you . . . and for everyone
who has fought and died. For everyone who has made the ultimate sacrifice. I am not a hero.
I’m just a soldier. —Salvatore A. Giunta, from Living with Honor
Showcases art from Shepard Fairey, an American artist who emerged from the skateboarding
scene, and features an introduction from the artist, as well as essays on Fairey's work from
Sarah Jaye Williams and Jonathan LeVine.
A collaboration of political activism and participatory culture seeking to upend consumer
capitalism, including interviews with The Yes Men, The Guerrilla Girls, among others. Coined
in the 1980s, “culture jamming” refers to an array of tactics deployed by activists to critique,
subvert, and otherwise “jam” the workings of consumer culture. Ranging from media hoaxes
and advertising parodies to flash mobs and street art, these actions seek to interrupt the flow of
dominant, capitalistic messages that permeate our daily lives. Employed by Occupy Wall
Street protesters and the Russian feminist punk band Pussy Riot alike, culture jamming
scrambles the signal, injects the unexpected, and spurs audiences to think critically and
challenge the status quo. The essays, interviews, and creative work assembled in this unique
volume explore the shifting contours of culture jamming by plumbing its history, mapping its
transformations, testing its force, and assessing its efficacy. Revealing how culture jamming is
at once playful and politically transgressive, this accessible collection explores the degree to
which culture jamming has fulfilled its revolutionary aims. Featuring original essays from
prominent media scholars discussing Banksy and Shepard Fairey, foundational texts such as
Mark Dery’s culture jamming manifesto, and artwork by and interviews with noteworthy culture
jammers including the Guerrilla Girls, The Yes Men, and Reverend Billy, Culture Jamming
makes a crucial contribution to our understanding of creative resistance and participatory
culture.
Susie Salmon is just like any other young American girl. She wants to be beautiful, adores her
charm bracelet and has a crush on a boy from school. There's one big difference though –
Susie is dead. Add: Now she can only observe while her family manage their grief in their
different ways. Susie is desperate to help them and there might be a way of reaching them...
Alice Sebold's novel The Lovely Bones is a unique coming-of-age tale that captured the hearts
of readers throughout the world. Award-winning playwright Bryony Lavery has adapted it for
this unforgettable play about life after loss.
Throughout history and in fables and pop culture, every underdog has possessed a vital asset
that led to success: passion. The same can be said about art and apparel brands Zerofriends.
Originally a small group of imaginative artists who shared a desire to create obscure, unique
and borderline demented artwork, Zerofriends has grown into a collective whose work has
gained worldwide recognition. This book showcases the artists and illustrators who have
played a major role in establishing the Zerofriends brand as one of the most unique collections
in the industry.
An inside look at women graffiti artists around the world Since the dawn of Hip Hop graffiti
writing on the streets of Philadelphia and New York City in the late 1960s, writers have
anonymously inscribed their tag names on trains, buildings, and bridges. Passersby are left to
imagine who the author might be, and, despite the artists’ anonymity, graffiti subculture is
seen as a “boys club,” where the presence of the graffiti girl is almost unimaginable. In Graffiti
Grrlz, Jessica Nydia Pabón-Colón interrupts this stereotype and introduces us to the world of
women graffiti artists. Drawing on the lives of over 100 women in 23 countries, Pabón-Colón
argues that graffiti art is an unrecognized but crucial space for the performance of feminism.
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She demonstrates how it builds communities of artists, reconceptualizes the Hip Hop
masculinity of these spaces, and rejects notions of “girl power.” Graffiti Grrlz also unpacks the
digital side of Hip Hop graffiti subculture and considers how it widens the presence of the
woman graffiti artist and broadens her networks, which leads to the formation of all-girl graffiti
crews or the organization of all-girl painting sessions. A rich and engaging look at women
artists in a male-dominated subculture, Graffiti Grrlz reconsiders the intersections of feminism,
hip hop, and youth performance and establishes graffiti art as a game that anyone can play.
New works from the famed street artist whose bold designs have defined a generation of
political iconography For the past 30 years, Shepard Fairey has been using art and graphic
design as a means of social interrogation. Drawing from graffiti tradition, Fairey employs a
distinctive combination of stylized imagery and impactful typography to address a wide range
of social and political themes such as anti-violence, racial and gender equality, and
environmental protection. Designed specifically for the Gallery of Modern Art in Rome, Italy,
this collection presents 30 new works, also placing Fairey's body of work in conversation with
the artist's own selections from the contemporary art collection at the Capitoline
Superintendency. Through this careful curation, readers are able to appreciate Fairey's ability
to hone in on imagery that is both topical and timeless, resulting in pieces that inform the public
discourse as much as they are inspired by it. Los Angeles-based artist Shepard Fairey (born
1970) is considered a protagonist of contemporary street art and street style alike. Many of his
designs, such as his 1989 sticker campaign featuring an image of André the Giant and the text
"OBEY" or his 2008 portrait of President Obama with the caption "HOPE," are instantly
recognizable the world over.
The artist Shepard Fairey sued Associated Press over its copyright challenge to his famous
Barack Obama "Hope" picture. He seeks a court order that the image does not violate AP's
copyright but is protected by the Fair Use statute, which allows limited use of copyrighted
material to create original works of art.

An urgent manifesto and a dramatic memoir of awakening, this is the story of
revolutionary love. Finalist for the Dayton Literary Peace Prize • “In a world
stricken with fear and turmoil, Valarie Kaur shows us how to summon our
deepest wisdom.”—Elizabeth Gilbert, author of Eat Pray Love How do we love in
a time of rage? How do we fix a broken world while not breaking ourselves?
Valarie Kaur—renowned Sikh activist, filmmaker, and civil rights lawyer—describes
revolutionary love as the call of our time, a radical, joyful practice that extends in
three directions: to others, to our opponents, and to ourselves. It enjoins us to
see no stranger but instead look at others and say: You are part of me I do not
yet know. Starting from that place of wonder, the world begins to change: It is a
practice that can transform a relationship, a community, a culture, even a nation.
Kaur takes readers through her own riveting journey—as a brown girl growing up
in California farmland finding her place in the world; as a young adult galvanized
by the murders of Sikhs after 9/11; as a law student fighting injustices in
American prisons and on Guantánamo Bay; as an activist working with
communities recovering from xenophobic attacks; and as a woman trying to heal
from her own experiences with police violence and sexual assault. Drawing from
the wisdom of sages, scientists, and activists, Kaur reclaims love as an active,
public, and revolutionary force that creates new possibilities for ourselves, our
communities, and our world. See No Stranger helps us imagine new ways of
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being with each other—and with ourselves—so that together we can begin to build
the world we want to see.
Hot Cold Heavy Light collects 100 writings—some long, some short—that taken
together forma group portrait of many of the world’s most significant and
interesting artists. From Pablo Picasso to Cindy Sherman, Old Masters to
contemporary masters, paintings to comix, and saints to charlatans, Schjeldahl
ranges widely through the diverse and confusing art world, an expert guide to a
dazzling scene. No other writer enhances the reader’s experience of art in
precise, jargon-free prose as Schjeldahl does. His reviews are more essay than
criticism, and he offers engaging and informative accounts of artists and their
work. For more than three decades, he has written about art with Emersonian
openness and clarity. A fresh perspective, an unexpected connection, a lucid
gloss on a big idea awaits the reader on every page of this big, absorbing,
buzzing book.
In Obey the Giant, design writer Rick Poynor exposes the ambivalent reality
beneath the seductive surface of contemporary visual culture. Ranging across
design, advertising, photography, publishing and art, these essays challenge
received wisdom, dismiss sacred cows and pose challenging questions about
key issues and trends - from graphic memes and the poverty of 'cool' to culture
jamming, designer sex and death, and the pleasure of imperfection. An inspiring
call to action, Obey the Giant shows how designers and image-makers both
collude with, and resist, corporate control of the image world.
The Art Sketchbook (400 blank pages) is ideal for art students lecture notes,
study notes, and art projects.
A catalog of an exhibition that surveys the history of international graffiti and
street art.
A stunningly original and timely collection that makes the case for “socialism,
American style” It’s a strange day when a New York Times conservative
columnist is forced to admit that the left is winning, but as David Brooks wrote
recently, “the American left is on the cusp of a great victory.” Among Americans
under thirty, 43 percent had a favorable view of socialism, while only 32 percent
had a favorable view of capitalism. Not since the Great Depression have so many
Americans questioned the fundamental tenets of capitalism and expressed
openness to a socialist alternative. We Own the Future: Democratic
Socialism—American Style offers a road map to making this alternative a reality,
giving readers a practical vision of a future that is more democratic, egalitarian,
inclusive, and environmentally sustainable. The book includes a crash course in
the history and practice of democratic socialism, a vivid picture of what
democratic socialism in America might look like in practice, and compelling
proposals for how to get there from the age of Trump and beyond. With
contributions from some of the nation’s leading political activists and analysts,
We Own the Future articulates a clear and uncompromising view from the left—a
perfectly timed book that will appeal to a wide audience hungry for change. Table
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of Contents Part I: Is a New America Possible? Introduction Kate Aronoff, Peter
Dreier, and Michael Kazin How Socialists Changed America Peter Dreier and
Michael Kazin Toward a Third Reconstruction Andrea Flynn, Susan Holmberg,
Dorian Warren, and Felicia Wong A Three-Legged Stool for Racial and Economic
Justice Darrick Hamilton Democratic Socialism for a Climate-Changed Century
Naomi Klein Part II: Expanding Democracy Governing Socialism Bill Fletcher Jr.
We the People: Voting Rights, Campaign Finance, and Election Reform J. Mijin
Cha Confronting Corporate Power Robert Kuttner Building the People’s Banks
David Dayen Democracy, Equality, and the Future of Workers Sarita Gupta,
Stephen Lerner, and Joseph A. McCartin Who Gets to Be Safe? Prisons, Police,
and Terror Aviva Stahl On Immigration: A Socialist Case for Open Borders
Michelle Chen On Foreign Policy: War from Above, Solidarity from Below Tejasvi
Nagaraja Part III: The Right to a Good Life Livable Cities Thomas J. Sugrue What
Does Health Equity Require? Racism and the Limits of Medicare for All Dorothy
Roberts The Family of the Future Sarah Leonard Defending and Improving Public
Education Pedro Noguera Reclaiming Competition: Sports and Socialism David
Zirin What About a Well-Fed Artist? Imagining Cultural Work in a Democratic
Socialist Society Francesca Fiorentini How Socialism Surged, and How It Can Go
Further Harold Meyerson Afterword: A Day in the Life of a Socialist Citizen
Michael Walzer
Hello Kitty, Hello Art!is a celebration of the iconic Hello Kitty character and other
beloved Sanrio characters through the eyes of dozens of contemporary artists
and Hello Kitty fans, including Gary Baseman, Ron English, Luke Chueh,
CRASH, Anthony Lister, Eric Joyner, Camilla d’Errico, Amanda Visell, Colin
Christian, Huck Gee, Luke Chueh, Deph, and Yosuke Ueno, among others. This
hardcover collectible book features a variety of well-known international artists
and their unique interpretations of Sanrio characters in various media, including
canvas, spray paint, watercolor and ink, aerosol and acrylics on wood, mixed
media, oil on panel, and silk screen. The pieces in the book reflect the many
ways Hello Kitty and Sanrio have influenced and inspired so many artists around
the world.
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